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army of T-cells, the S15 molecules don’t attack, but somehow

and that’s why we’re excited the phase one trial has started.”

tumor’s microenvironment, disabling the immune system.

soothe them into stillness.

in the tumor reignited and started killing cancer cells.
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The next step was to develop an antibody that blocked
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by Dr. Chen’s research that he spent six months of his recent

That other 70 percent is now Dr. Chen’s focus. He knew that in
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immune system; and so the search began. He and his colleagues

called NC318, received the green light from the FDA and
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“I am so proud of this project,” Dr. Herbst said. “It will be

used a sophisticated screening assay called a T-cell activity

went into trials at several sites, including Smilow Cancer

helping patients here in New Haven where it began as part of
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Hospital, less than five years after Dr. Chen’s initial insight.

our Lung SPORE research project and will surely expand to

“We ran almost 7,000 molecules through this big assay

“It’s a new model,” he said. “We want a smooth transition

patients worldwide. Lieping is a proven winner who’s already

looking for potential suspects,” Dr. Chen said. “Then we

from discovery to developing the drug to the clinic. I think

brought us a drug that’s treating millions of people. We’re

started to map which bad molecules shut down T-cell

this drug can save lives, so you want to bring it to the clinic as

very optimistic that this is another drug that will target the

activities, and then we looked for which molecule was

quickly as you can. This antibody is the first example to prove

engine of tumors and successfully stop cancer.”
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